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Saving the Planet,
One House at a
Time by Barry Katz
Owners of green homes will reap economic
and health benefits as well as civic kudos
ERE’S THE PLOT OF THIS YEAR’S SCARIEST MOVIE: ON A SMALL

H

inhabited planet hurtling through the cold vastness of space, a
so-called advanced civilization has grown dependant on technology that is inexorably chipping away at the planet’s very ability to
sustain life. Heedless of repeated warnings from their most respected
scientists, the denizens of this remote planet, from which there is no
possibility of escape, remain blithely unaware that simply by going
about their lives as usual they are hastening a catastrophe which, if not
stopped in time, will have devastating consequences for every member
of their race. The suspense is reminiscent of Hitchcock: Will they notice
the ticking time bomb under the table in time to defuse it? Will they
wise up in time to save themselves? The answer is… actually, we don’t
know what the answer is. The film ends before we find out.

Quiz:
1. This film is a) fiction, b) non-fiction.
2. This film was written by a) Arthur C. Clarke, b) Robert Heinlein,
c) Steven Spielberg, d) Al Gore. The correct answers are: 1-b, and 2-d.
But you already knew that… didn’t you?
We are in trouble here on planet Earth. Or, rather, planet Earth is in
trouble because of us. Our prodigious consumption of fossil fuels is
degrading the earth’s atmosphere, changing the climate, and ultimately
raising questions about the future of civilization. In the film “An
Inconvenient Truth,” Al Gore does a masterful job explaining the causes and effects of global warming; taking the viewer step by step through
an avalanche of charts, diagrams, and scientific research that leaves little doubt about the urgency of the situation. If all that sounds a bit dull
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for a night at the movies, rest assured – it is not. It’s compelling stuff,
gripping and terrifying in a way that makes the usual crop of blockbusters seem rather ho-hum.
If you haven’t already seen “An Inconvenient Truth,” please do the following: Put down this magazine. Now, please. Go to Blockbuster or
NetFlix or the public library and bring home a copy of the DVD. Make
plans to watch it by week’s end. Invite your friends; have your children
watch it with you. This may be the most important film you will ever
see. (If you have already read Gore’s book of the same title you may continue to the end of the article, but then see the movie anyway.) OK,
now you may pick up the magazine again and finish reading.
Thank you. And welcome back.
So, what can we, as individuals, do? With each passing year it becomes
increasingly clear that we are faced with an urgent need to develop more
sustainable ways of living. It is not too late, but the window of opportunity is not unlimited. It is time to get started. And a good place to
start is right in our own homes.
Homes are responsible for 21% of the greenhouse gasses that contribute to global warming. In this country, alone, we build over a million new homes per year. (That’s in a slow year.) Building those homes
uses up a lot of everything from lumber to steel to a wide range of building products derived from petroleum, such as paints, plastics, floor and
wall coverings, and lots of other things. And all those houses require a
lot of energy to keep them warm in winter and cool in summer.
Where will all that energy and all those materials come from? If the
earth has a finite amount of natural resources, which obviously it does,
and each year we keep using up those resources faster than we did the
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VERY LITTLE ABOUT GREEN BUILDING DICTATES ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE. THIS GREEN HOME WAS JUST COMPLETED BY THE
AUTHOR ON BAYBERRY LANE IN WESTPORT.

THE KITCHEN CABINETS ARE MADE FROM COLUMBIA FOREST PRODUCTS’
“PURE BOND” FORMALDEHYDE-FREE PLYWOOD. ALL LIGHTING FIXTURES USE
COMPACT FLUORESCENT BULBS WITH A COLOR TEMPERATURE OF 2700K,
WHICH MIMICS THE LIGHT FROM STANDARD INCANDESCENT BULBS. THE
REFRIGERATOR AND DISHWASHERS ARE ENERGYSTAR RATED.
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saving the planet, one house at a time
year before, which we certainly are doing, simple math tells us this is not
something that can be sustained indefinitely. There is no single solution
to our environmental problems; rather, moving towards a solution will
require rethinking the way we do lots of things. One of them is the way
we build houses.
What would it be like to live in a house that makes us feel good? Not
just by virtue of its fine proportions and attractive design, but a house
that could actually make us healthier: And not only that, but a house
that doesn’t squander scarce resources or harm our environment; in short
– a house that is, for lack of a better word, “green.”
What is green building? Building green is not an all or nothing-at-all
proposition. There are dozens of choices to be made by architects,
builders and homeowners about the various ways a house can be green.
Some of those choices determine the home’s energy efficiency; others
address indoor air quality, reducing pollution, conserving natural
resources, or avoiding materials with toxic ingredients. Adopting even
one or two green strategies can have significant benefits for the homeowner and for the environment, as well.
Conserving energy is one of the prime goals of green building, and the
benefits of energy-efficient construction are the most easily measured;
utility bills are dramatically lower. Strategies for building exceptionally
energy efficient homes fall into three general categories.
The first category involves working with nature. There are great energy savings to be had, essentially for free, just by paying attention to
where the sun rises and sets, where the prevailing breezes come from, and
what kind of trees are on the property. With that in mind, a house can
be oriented to capture the sun’s light and warmth in winter, reducing the
amount of energy used for heat and lighting, and to capture the prevailing breezes in summer to reduce the need for air conditioning.
Deciduous trees can shade the house in summer
and admit sunlight in winter when they drop
their leaves. A stand of evergreen trees can
deflect winter winds.
Another way of working with the sun is to provide overhangs or awnings sized so that windows
are shaded in summer, but admit direct sunlight
in winter when the sun is at a lower angle.
The second category includes construction techniques that reduce the amount of energy required
to keep the home’s occupants comfortable. The
idea is to create a tight thermal envelope. The list
is long, so a few examples will suffice.
High-performance windows and insulation, and
careful air sealing result in a house that is much
easier to keep warm in winter and cool in summer.
Windows should have insulated Low-E glass filled
with Argon gas to minimize heat transmission.
There are three main types of insulation to consider. Fiberglass, the least expensive choice, can
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provide adequate R-values, but does very little to prevent air infiltration,
the major cause of heat loss. When using fiberglass, extreme care must be
taken to seal all possible air leaks. The heat lost through multiple tiny gaps
in the average house can be equivalent to leaving a window open.
Blown-in cellulose, made from recycled newsprint (and treated with
non-toxic compounds that render it fireproof and insect resistant), is
more expensive than fiberglass but performs better, filling every small
crack and crevice where heat can escape. While not one hundred per cent
impervious to air infiltration, it is far superior to fiberglass in that regard.
Its high density also provides excellent sound-proofing.
Sprayed-in foam insulation is the most expensive option, but also
offers the highest performance, reducing air infiltration to zero. Perhaps
the most eco-friendly choice of all is the spray foam insulation from
BioBased Technologies, which is made entirely from soy beans. You can’t
get much greener than that.
Up to 25% of your home’s heat can be lost through leaks in the ductwork. Joints in ductwork should be sealed with mastic, and all ducts
should be well insulated. And running ductwork — even insulated ductwork — through uninsulated spaces significantly reduces efficiency and
should be avoided. Insulating the roof rafters, rather than the attic floor
will not only increase the efficiency of the HVAC system, but will also
prevent heat loss through ceiling penetrations such as recessed lights and
attic stairs. (Please note that such tightly sealed homes require ventilation
to keep us from suffocating — more on that later.)
The third category includes the things that consume energy: HVAC
systems (heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning), lighting, and appliances. Upgrading to more energy-efficient systems can have significant
up-front costs, but these things will pay for themselves over time with
the energy savings they produce.

GOOD SOLAR ORIENTATION, ALONG
WITH CAREFUL PLACEMENT AND
SIZING OF WINDOWS BRINGS
ABUNDANT NATURAL LIGHT INTO
THE HOUSE, MINIMIZING THE NEED
FOR TURNING ON ELECTRIC
LIGHTS DURING THE DAY. IT ALSO
MAKES FOR ESPECIALLY PLEASANT
LIVING SPACES.
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ENERGYSTAR APPLIANCES SAVE SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS OF
WATER AND ELECTRICITY. FRONT LOADING WASHING
MACHINES HAVE THE ADDED ADVANTAGE OF NOT SPEWING
EXCESS HUMIDITY INTO THE HOME LIKE TOP LOADERS.

For air-conditioning equipment, the current minimum efficiency standard is 13 SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio). But conventional
equipment rated as high as 20.5 SEER is now available. Geothermal systems, (also known as ground source heat pumps) are by far the most efficient. They burn no fossil fuel at all and provide both heating and cooling for a very low energy cost. A five to seven year payback period is typical, but rising energy prices may effectively reduce that by quite a bit.
Artificial lighting is another big energy user. Incandescent light bulbs
are highly inefficient, converting just 10% of the energy they consume
into light — the other 90% produces only heat (requiring your air conditioning to work even harder). Compact fluorescent bulbs (CFL’s) are
more expensive than standard bulbs, but are up to six times more efficient and last several times longer. And you can now find CFL’s with
warm color temperatures (around 2,700 to 3,000 Kelvin), which are
indistinguishable from incandescent lights.
LED lighting is not yet widely available, but will be making significant
inroads in the residential market in the next few years. LED’s are expensive, but they use even less energy than CFL’s, produce still less heat, and
last as much as twenty years. And, like all new technologies, the price
will come down once market penetration increases.
The simplest way to save on lighting is not turning it on. Consider
using timers or motion sensors in areas where people often forget to turn
off the lights, like bathrooms and hallways. And providing ample natural light by paying attention to things like solar orientation, the size and
placement of windows, and the reflectivity of wall and ceiling surfaces

will minimize the need for turning on the lights during the day.
Household appliances are another prime candidate for energy savings.
If you have a refrigerator that is more than 7 years old, a new Energy Star
rated model will save enough electricity to pay for itself in two years.
And Energy Star rated dishwashers and washing machines consume significantly less water and electricity.
Conserving materials is another major category of green building. The
use of lumber from old growth forests needs to be reduced. Those forests
are being depleted, resulting in a loss of biodiversity that can never be
recovered. Increased use of engineered lumber made from smaller, fastgrowing trees is imperative. Using lumber products from sustainably
managed forests is another way of supporting resource conservation.
Look for products bearing the FSC (Forestry Stewardship Council) label.
Bamboo is a good example of a renewable resource. It is an especially
fast growing material, which, once harvested, will reach full height again
in five years or less. Flooring, plywood, and even countertops made from
bamboo are now widely available. And it’s not only renewable, but beautiful and very durable.
Most bamboo products that are imported into this country are made
with non-toxic binders, but some of the cheaper brands may contain
formaldehyde. Ask your supplier for documentation to make sure you
are getting a safe product.
The use of recycled lumber and other building materials should also be
considered. Many suppliers offer reclaimed lumber products. Flooring
reclaimed from older structures can be especially beautiful and comes in
many species no longer available, such as chestnut.
Durability and good design are widely recognized as important aspects
of sustainable building. Houses that are treasured for their beauty and
practicality are better cared for and remain in use far longer than poorly
designed homes. Well designed, solidly constructed homes are rarely
“tear-down” candidates that end up in landfills.
Green houses are healthier to live in. We Americans spend, on average,
90% of our time indoors. Indoor pollution levels in homes have been
shown to be two to five times higher (in some areas as much as 100 times
higher) than the air outdoors.
Thirty years ago, when oil shortages prompted stricter insulation standards, building science was not yet well understood. Buildings were
being built tighter than ever before, while at the same time a wide variety of plastics and other synthetic materials were finding their ways into
homes and offices. Workers in newer office buildings started experiencing a mystifying range of medical symptoms that eventually were understood to have arisen from something never seen before — a new phenomenon called sick building syndrome.
People were spending a third or more of their time inside hermetically
sealed workplaces with inoperable windows and climate control systems
that continuously recirculated air laden with toxins. Where did these toxins come from? A new term, off-gassing, was coined to explain a process
that was previously unknown. Volatile organic compounds (VOC's) contained in new synthetic building materials, adhesives, wall coverings,
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MANY HOMES LOSE AS MUCH AS 25% OF THEIR HEAT
THROUGH LEAKY DUCTS. SEALING ALL JOINTS WITH
MASTIC IS CRUCIAL FOR OPTIMAL HVAC EFFICIENCY.

paints, flooring, furniture and upholstery were escaping into the recirculated air that everyone in the building inhaled all day long. Another ingredient of this recirculated toxic cocktail was second-hand smoke.
Symptoms of sick building syndrome included dizziness, nausea, chronic fatigue, and a host of allergic reactions ranging from mild discomfort
to debilitating illness. But there was worse to come, though strict causality has not been definitively proven. A 1999 study published in the
Annual Review of Public Health concluded that between 1975 and 1999,
overall cancer rates increased by 22% in women and 56% in men. I am
not an authority on epidemiology, but, even discounting things like pesticides and increased air pollution, these statistics look suspiciously congruent not just with changes in construction techniques and materials,
but with the ratio of men and women who work in office buildings.
Sick building syndrome was always thought to be a disease of large
buildings. But many of the people experiencing those symptoms also
lived (as many of us do) in relatively new homes built in much the same
way. And while houses are built with operable windows, central air conditioning got people in the habit of keeping their windows closed most
of the time. Energy was cheap, so why not? I'll tell you why not: Our
houses are making us sick!
According to the American Lung Association, childhood asthma rates
have doubled in the last twenty-five years. The National Institutes of
Health report that the percentage of Americans who test positive for
allergies is more than twice what it was thirty years ago. Indoor environmental quality is the major culprit.
This is why indoor environmental quality (IEQ) is such a major focus
of green building. For example, construction techniques that focus on
proper ventilation, humidity control, and prevention of moisture from
entering the building envelope prevent the growth of mold and mildew,
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major causes of asthma and allergies, particularly among children. Careful selection of materials
can greatly reduce exposure to VOC's. Low, or
even zero VOC paints and finishes are now
widely available at competitive prices.
Green building necessitates considering all
aspects of a house as parts of an integrated whole.
Creating a tight thermal envelope conserves energy but, taken alone, could create serious indoor
air quality problems. A typical exhaust fan in
such a tight house would only make matters
worse, as it would depressurize the home's interior, and air from outdoors would be sucked down
the chimney. Cracking open a few windows
might solve the air quality problem, but would
defeat the purpose of that tight thermal envelope.
The answer is something called an energy
recovery ventilation (ERV) system. ERV's, also
known as air-to-air heat exchangers, continuously replace stale air from inside the house with
fresh outdoor air, while capturing most of the energy used to control the
home's temperature. For unsurpassed air quality, the ERV can be coupled with the newest generation of electrostatic air cleaners, which are
capable of removing virtually all allergens such as dust and pollen, as well
as most bacteria and even viruses.
Protecting the environment is a paramount goal of green building.
Reducing waste, choosing materials made from renewable resources,
recycling, minimizing carbon dioxide emissions, and conserving water
are some of the ways we can reduce a home’s environmental footprint.
While such benefits may seem indirect for individual homeowners, they
will have a wide-ranging impact on all our lives as green building
becomes more common.
Owners of green homes will reap enormous savings, and those savings
will be greater and greater as the cost of energy rises. The economic benefits of building green don't stop there; all around the country green homes
are commanding higher resale prices than conventional homes. And many
lending institutions are now offering green mortgages which recognize that
the savings from reduced energy bills make homes more affordable.
Green is the new Red, White, and Blue. The global implications of sustainable living are profound. Continuing to consume vast amounts of
energy in a world where competition for increasingly scarce reserves of
fossil fuel looms as a major cause of international conflict looks more
and more like a very bad idea.
NY Times columnist Thomas L. Friedman has called making ourselves
green, “… the most important issue in U.S. foreign and domestic policy today…” Focusing the nation on greater energy efficiency and conservation, he writes, “is not some girlie-man issue. It is actually the most
tough-minded, geostrategic, pro-growth and patriotic thing we can do.”
He calls for long-term government incentives for conservation and
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renewable energy, and concludes, “Enough of this… nonsense that conservation, energy efficiency and environmentalism are some hobby we
can't afford. I can't think of anything more cowardly or un-American.
Real patriots live green."
Green is here to stay. Sustainability isn’t a fad. It’s a necessity. After
spending the last three years studying sustainability and learning how to
build green, I became convinced that it no longer makes sense to build
any other way. And I think the time is coming when we won’t even call
it green anymore. Instead, building any other way will just be called
obsolete. The future is green. Join me. W
Barry Katz is a homebuilder in the Westport/Weston area committed
to building healthy and energy efficient green homes. Visit
www.katzhome.com for more information about green building,
green consulting services, and details about his newest green
home, now nearing completion in Westport.

FIFTY SIMPLE THINGS YOU CAN
DO TO REDUCE YOUR CARBON
FOOTPRINT AND MAKE YOUR
HOME MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT,
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY,
AND HEALTHIER TO LIVE IN
There are lots of ways you can make your current home greener. Some will improve your health and some will save you money.
A few months ago, I got rid of an old refrigerator we keep in our
basement and replaced it with a new Energy Star-rated model.
Around the same time, I replaced about half the light bulbs in the
house with compact florescent bulbs. Since then, my electric bills
have gone down by about one third.
Here are some things you can do to "green-up" your own house
and help save the planet.

Conserving Water
1. Water your lawn at dawn instead of in the middle of the day. Less of
the water will evaporate before it gets down to the roots.
2. Use a timer to shut off sprinklers, and avoid over-watering since the
excess water doesn’t provide any value to the grass. In fact, too much
water is worse for the lawn than not enough.
3. Take showers instead of baths – the average shower uses less water than
filling a tub.
4. Switch to Low-flow shower heads – they use half the water and the

newer ones have very good pressure. And the less water you use, the less
energy your water heater will use. For a family of four, this can add up
to hundreds of dollars per year in energy savings.
5. Make sure your toilet isn’t leaking – if it doesn’t shut off completely after
flushing, a single leaky toilet can waste 30,000 gallons of water per year.
6. Turn the water off while you brush your teeth. You’ll save nearly 2,000
gallons of water a year.

Conserving Energy
7. Replace your old air conditioning equipment. If your AC compressors
are more than a few years old, their performance may be as low as 6
SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio). Replacing it with more efficient models can drastically cut your power consumption. The current
minimum standard for air conditioners is 13 SEER, but models rated as
high as 20.5 SEER are now available. To further enhance the savings,
there are tax credits for all sorts of energy efficient upgrades.
8. Wrap your water heater in an insulation blanket. You’ll save 1,000
pounds of carbon dioxide a year with this simple action. Setting your water
heater no higher than 120°F can save another 550 lbs CO2 per year.
9. Replace your old refrigerator. New energy-efficient refrigerators will save
enough electricity to completely pay for themselves in less than two years.
10. When you buy new appliances, choose models with the Energy Star
label. They consume much less energy and water than standard appliances.
11. Replace your light bulbs with compact fluorescent lights (CFL’s). A
15-watt CFL produces as much light as a standard 60-watt bulb. (CFL’s
are more expensive than regular bulbs, but they last up to ten times
longer so they are cheaper in the long run.)
12. CFL’s also produce much less heat than standard incandescent
bulbs. Incandescent bulbs are only 10% efficient – that means that
only 10% of the electricity they burn produces light – the other 90%
just produces heat. CFL’s convert 50% to 60% of the electricity they
use into light. So switching to CFL’s will also mean your air conditioner won’t have to work as hard to keep the house cool. This saves
even more energy. If every household in the US replaced one standard
light bulb with a CFL, it would reduce CO2 emissions as much as
removing one million cars from the road.
13. Don’t leave lights burning in rooms you are not in – get in the
habit of turning off the lights whenever you leave a room for more
than ten minutes.
14. Install motion sensing switches that will turn off lights in a room
that is unoccupied for more than a specified amount of time.
15. Control bathroom fans with timers.
16. Reduce standby power waste. Many appliances, including your television, DVD player, stereo, cell phone charger, and computer consume
as much as 25% of their energy when they aren’t even turned on. In fact,
the energy used just to keep display clocks lit and memory chips working accounts for 5 percent of total domestic energy consumption and
spews 18 million tons of carbon into the atmosphere every year. You can
conserve this electricity by plugging devices into power strips that can be
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switched off when you’re not using them.
17. Improve your home’s insulation.
18. Check for air leaks around windows, electrical switches and outlets
and seal the leaks. Small air leaks around your house can lose as much
heat as leaving a window open.
19. Set your thermostats two degrees lower in the winter. If you feel cold,
put on a sweater rather than turning up the heat.
20. Use programmable thermostats to turn down the heat by at least five
degrees at night and while you are at work or school.
21. Use less air conditioning in the summer. Open the windows and use
an electric fan if needed. Energy Star rated ceiling fans are a great way to
stay cool and will save you money. Try only to use the AC on extremely
hot days, and set the thermostat a couple of degrees higher than usual.

Improving Indoor Air Quality

W E S T O N

22. When you paint the inside of your house, use low-VOC or zero-VOC
paints. VOC stands for Volatile Organic Compounds. Exposure to VOC’s
can cause allergic reactions and a variety of other health problems.
23. Reduce or eliminate other sources of VOC’s such as some plastics,
synthetic fabrics and carpets. Ask about VOC content before you buy.
24. Control indoor humidity. Check to see if your basement is damp. Make
sure there are no leaks in the roof or around windows or doors. Keep your
rain gutters clean and make sure they direct the water away from the foundation. High humidity promotes the growth of mold and mildew, both of
which are major causes of allergies and asthma – especially in children.
25. Replace the air filters on your heating and cooling systems regularly.
The typical furnace filters you buy at the hardware store are good for
keeping low-flying birds out of your air ducts, but not much else. Look
for pleated paper filters, preferably 5” deep.
26. Drive less. You can eliminate 1,000 lbs of carbon emissions per year
by driving 20 miles less per week. Combine errands. Walk more. Shop
online. Carpool.
27. Avoid commuting in rush hour. All that idling and stop-and-go driving wastes a lot of gas. It doesn’t do your blood pressure much good, either.
28. Slow down. You can increase your car's gas mileage dramatically just
by lightening up your foot a little.
29. Calm down. Drive more gently; accelerate and brake more gradually. Aggressive driving can lower your fuel efficiency by up to 37%.
30. Keep your car tuned up and your tires properly inflated.
31. Next time you buy a car, choose one with higher fuel efficiency than
the one you currently drive. Does anyone really need a Hummer?
32. Fly less. Trains are twice as energy efficient as airplanes, and usually
much more comfortable.
33. Buy less stuff.
34. Avoid buying disposable products.
35. Recycle.
36. Bring your own reusable bags to the grocery store. It takes more than
10 million barrels of oil and 15 million trees per year to produce all of the
paper and plastic grocery bags that end up in this country’s landfills.
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37. Buy locally produced food.
38. Plant a vegetable garden.
39. Plant trees and give trees as gifts (www.arborday.org)
40. Mow your lawn with a push-mower. Gas lawn mowers spew all sorts
of pollutants into the air and into your lungs. You’ll breathe easier, pollute less, save money, and get some exercise in the bargain.
41. Use a gas barbecue instead of a charcoal grill. It’s healthier, much less
polluting, and saves rainforest trees that are cut down to produce charcoal.
42. Eat less meat. Beef production is highly water and energy-intensive.
And livestock produces 20% of the methane (the second most common
greenhouse gas) in the atmosphere.
43. Buy re-usable mesh coffee filters instead of disposable paper filters.
44. Wash your clothes in cold or warm water. Avoid the hot-water setting on your washing machine.
45. Air-dry some of your laundry. Clothes dryers are huge energy hogs.
46. Run your dishwasher only when full and don’t bother rinsing dishes
in the sink. The dishwasher will work just as well and you’ll save thousands of gallons of water per year.
47. Generate some of your own electricity with photovoltaic panels.
Many states, including Connecticut, will pay for up to half the cost of residential solar-electric systems. Federal tax rebates further reduce the cost.
48. Buy electricity from clean energy sources. Go to www.gocleanenergy.com where, for pennies per day, you can sign up to buy either 50%
or 100% of your electricity from clean energy providers who generate
electricity with wind power, small scale hydro-electric plants, and landfill gas – all renewable resources.
49. If you’re in the market for a new computer, consider a laptop. Laptop
computers use only 10% as much electricity as desktop models.
50. Turn off the television and read a book.
You can find a couple hundred more green living tips in the book It’s Easy
Being Green: A Handbook for Earth-Friendly Living,” by Crissy Trask.

Recommended Reading: More Books On Green Issues
An Inconvenient Truth, by Al Gore
Cradle To Cradle: Remaking The Way We Make Things,
by William Mcdonough, Michael Braungart
Your Green Home, by Alex Wilson
The Long Emergency: Surviving The End Of Oil, Climate Change,
And Other Converging Catastrophes Of The Twenty-First Century,
by James Howard Kunstler
High Noon For Natural Gas: The New Energy Crisis, by Julian Darley
The Philosophy Of Sustainable Design, by Jason F. Mclennan
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